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Abstract
A real matrix A is called sign-central if the convex hull of the columns of A˜ contains the
zero vector 0 for every matrix A˜ with the same sign pattern as A. A sign-central matrix A is
called a minimal sign-central matrix if the deletion of any of the columns of A breaks the sign-
centrality ofA. A sign-central matrixA is called tight sign-central if the Hadamard (entrywise)
product of any two columns of A contains a negative component. In this paper, we show that
every tight sign-central matrix is minimal sign-central and characterize the tight sign-central
matrices. We also determine the lower bound of the number of columns of a tight sign-central
matrix in terms of the number of rows and the number of zero entries of the matrix.
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1. Introduction
The sign of a real number a, sign a, is defined by
sign a =
{+1, if a > 0,
0, if a = 0,
−1, if a < 0.
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A (0, 1,−1)-matrix obtained from a real matrix A by replacing each of the entries
by its sign is called the sign pattern of A. Especially a (0, 1,−1)-matrix is simply
called a sign pattern matrix. For a real matrix A, let Q(A) denote the set of all
real matrices with the same sign pattern as A. A real vector x is called nonnegative
(resp. positive), written x  0 (resp. x > 0), if all of its components are nonnegative
(resp. positive). We denote by x 0 that x is not nonnegative, i.e., that x has at least
one negative component. Throughout, all the matrices and vectors in this paper are
assumed to be real matrices and real vectors. A matrix A is called sign-central if, for
every A˜ ∈ Q(A), the convex hull of columns of A˜ contains the zero vector 0. The
notion of sign-centrality was introduced in [3] and is so called by Ando and Brualdi
in their further investigation [1] of sign-centrality due to the geometric nature. As an
application of sign-centrality, an interesting connection between logic and solving
the linear systems Ax = 0, x  0 is found in [4]. An m× n sign-central matrix A
is called a minimal sign-central matrix if each of the m× (n− 1) matrices obtained
from A by deleting a column is not sign-central. Thus a minimal sign-central matrix
is a sign-central matrix in which every column is essential. Let Ek, k = 1, 2, . . . , be
the k × 2k matrix defined inductively by E1 = [1,−1], and for k  2
Ek =
[
eT −eT
Ek−1 Ek−1
]
, (1.1)
where and in the sequel e denotes the all 1’s vector with suitable number of com-
ponents. The matrices Ek are examples of minimal sign-central matrices. We call a
sign-central matrix A = [a1, a2, . . . , an] a tight sign-central matrix if ai ◦ aj  0 for
every pair of indices i, j with i /= j,where ai ◦ aj denotes the Hadamard (entrywise)
product of ai and aj . The matrices Ek are easily seen to be tight sign-central. But
it is not the case, in general, that every minimal sign-central matrix is a tight sign-
central matrix. For example the matrix [Im,−e] is a minimal sign-central matrix
which is not tight sign-central, where Im denotes the identity matrix of order m as
usual. In [1], it is proved that, for a positive integer m, there exists an m× n minimal
sign-central matrix A with no zero rows if and only if m+ 1  n  2m.
In this paper, we prove that every tight sign-central matrix is minimal sign-central
and characterize tight sign-central matrices. We also determine the lower bound of
the number of columns of a tight sign-central matrix with no zero rows in terms
of the number of rows and the number of zero entries of the matrix along with the
characterization of the equality case.
2. Preliminaries
For two matrices A,B of the same size, A is said to be permutation equivalent
to B if PAQ = B for some permutation matrices P and Q. A signing of order k
is a nonzero (0, 1,−1)-diagonal matrix of order k. A signing without zero diagonal
entries is called a strict signing [2]. Pre-multiplying a signing is called a row signing.
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Since the sign-centrality of a matrix depends only on the sign pattern of the ma-
trix, we assume that all the matrices which appear in the sequel are sign pattern
matrices unless otherwise specified.
The following characterization of sign-centrality is a useful tool in our later dis-
cussion.
Lemma 2.1 (Ando and Brualdi [1]). An m× n (0, 1,−1)-matrix A is sign-central if
and only if for every strict signing D of order m, DA has a nonnegative column.
For a vector x or for a matrix A, let σ(x) and σ(A) denote the number of zero
components of x and the number of zero entries of A respectively. For a vector x,
let ω(x) = 2σ(x) − 1. Notice that if σ(x) = t, then ω(x) = 1 + 2 + · · · + 2t−1. For
a matrix A = [a1, a2, . . . , an], we define the zero-weight of A, written ω(A), by
ω(A) =
n∑
i=1
ω(ai ).
For example, the zero-weight of the matrix
B =

0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 −1
0 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 −1
 (2.1)
isω(B) = (23 − 1)+ (22 − 1)+ (21 − 1) = 11. For a matrixA = [a1, a2, . . . , an],
let z(A) denote the vector defined by
z(A) = (σ (a1), σ (a2), . . . , σ (an))T.
For example, for the matrix B in (2.1), z(B) = (3, 2, 1, 0)T. Notice that if z(A) =
(k1, k2, . . . , kn)T, then ω(A) =∑ni=1(2ki − 1).
3. Tight sign-central matrices
For a positive integer m, let D(m) denote the set of all strict signings of order m.
For an m× n matrix A = [a1, a2, . . . , an] and for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Dj (A)
denote the set of all D ∈ D(m) such that Daj  0.
The following lemma is straightforward from Lemma 2.1 and the definitions of
sign-centrality and minimal sign-centrality.
Lemma 3.1. Let A be an m× n matrix. Then
(a) A is sign-central if and only if D(m) = ∪nj=1Dj (A).
(b) A is minimal sign-central if and only if A is sign-central and ∪i /=jDi (A) is a
proper subset of D(m), for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
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Theorem 3.2. Let A be an m× n sign-central matrix. Then
(a) n+ ω(A)  2m, and
(b) the following are equivalent.
(i) n+ ω(A) = 2m.
(ii) D1(A),D2(A), . . . ,Dn(A) are mutually disjoint.
(iii) A is tight sign-central.
Proof. (a) Let z(A)= (k1, k2, . . . , kn)T. Then |Dj (A)| = 2kj , j = 1, 2, . . . , n.
Since A is sign-central, we have D(m) = ∪nj=1Dj (A) by Lemma 3.1, from which
it follows that
2m 
n∑
j=1
2kj =
n∑
j=1
(2kj − 1)+ n = ω(A)+ n. (3.1)
(b) n+ω(A)= 2m if and only if the inequality in (3.1) is an equality, i.e., |D(m)| =∑n
j=1 |Dj (A)| which is equivalent to (ii). Thus (i), (ii) are equivalent.
It is clear that, for i, j with i /= j,Di (A) ∩Dj (A) = ∅ if and only if ai ◦ aj  0,
where ai , aj are the column i and the column j of A, and the equivalence of (ii) and
(iii) follows. 
From Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 we have the following theorem relating the
tight sign-centrality and the minimal sign-centrality.
Theorem 3.3. Every tight sign-central matrix is a minimal sign-central matrix.
Proof. Let A be an m× n tight sign-central matrix. Then D(m) = ∪nj=1Dj (A) and
Dj (A), (j = 1, 2, . . . , n), are mutually disjoint by Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.2.
Since Dj (A) /= ∅ for every j = 1, 2, . . . , n, it follows that ∪i /=jDi (A) is a proper
subset ofD(m) for each j = 1, 2, . . . , n, and the minimal sign-centrality ofA follows
from Lemma 3.1. 
LetA = [a1, a2, . . . , an] be anm× n sign pattern matrix with z(A)= (k1, k2, . . . ,
kn)
T. For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n, let Ai be the m× 2ki matrix obtained from the
m× 2ki matrix aieT by replacing the ki × 2ki zero submatrix by Eki (as defined
by (1.1)), and let Ac denote the matrix obtained from A by replacing the column i
by Ai, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. For example, if
B =
0 1 −10 1 −1
1 0 −1
 , (3.2)
then
Bc =
1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −11 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1
1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
 .
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Let A = [aij ] = [a1, a2, . . . , an]. Suppose that ast = 0. Let A˜ be the matrix ob-
tained from A by replacing at by [a′t , a′′t ] where
a′t = (a1,t , . . . , as−1,t , 1, as+1,t , . . . , am,t )T,
a′′t = (a1,t , . . . , as−1,t ,−1, as+1,t , . . . , am,t )T.
We call the replacement of at by [a′t , a′′t ] the splitting of at at ast . Notice that
Ac can be obtained from A by a sequence of splitting columns at ast = 0 for the
‘smallest’ (s, t) in the lexicographical order. For example, for the matrix B in (3.2),
Bc can be obtained as follows.
B =
0 1 −10 1 −1
1 0 −1
→
1 −1 1 −10 0 1 −1
1 1 0 −1
→
1 1 −1 1 −11 −1 0 1 −1
1 1 1 0 −1

→
1 1 −1 −1 1 −11 −1 1 −1 1 −1
1 1 1 1 0 −1

→
1 1 −1 −1 1 1 −11 −1 1 −1 1 1 −1
1 1 1 1 1 −1 −1
 = Bc.
Lemma 3.4. Let A, A˜ be sign pattern matrices of the form
A =
[
0
u
∣∣∣∣X] , A˜ = [1 −1u u
∣∣∣∣X] .
Then the following hold:
(a) A is sign-central if and only if A˜ is sign-central.
(b) A is tight sign-central if and only if A˜ is tight sign-central.
Proof. (a) Follows directly from Lemma 2.1.
(b) Let the size of A be m× n. Then A˜ is m× (n+ 1). Suppose that σ(u) = t.
Then ω(A) = 2t+1 − 1 + ω(X) and ω(A˜) = 2(2t − 1)+ ω(X) = ω(A)− 1. Thus
n+ ω(A) = 2m if and only if n+ 1 + ω(A˜) = 2m, and the proof of (b) is complete
by (a) and Theorem 3.2. 
In the sequel, for two matrices A, B we denote by A ∼ B that AP = B for some
permutation matrix P.
We now characterize the sign-centrality and the tight sign-centrality of a matrix
A in terms of Ac in the following.
Theorem 3.5. Let A be an m× n sign pattern matrix. Then
(a) A is sign-central if and only if every column of Em appears in Ac as a column.
(b) A is tight sign-central if and only if Ac ∼ Em.
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Proof. (a) By Lemma 3.4, A is sign-central if and only if Ac is sign-central. Since
Ac is a (1,−1)-matrix and since Em is minimal sign-central, we see that Ac is sign-
central if and only if every column ofEm appears inAc as a column, and the assertion
(a) is proved.
We prove (b) by induction on ω(A). If ω(A) = 0, then A is a (1,−1)-matrix and
hence Ac = A. If Ac ∼ Em, then A ∼ Em and the tight sign-centrality of A is clear.
Conversely, if A is tight sign-central, then by (a) Em is a submatrix of Ac and hence
of A. If AcEm, then A has to have two identical columns, contradicting the tight
sign-centrality of A. Hence the validity of (b) follows for the case ω(A) = 0.
Suppose that ω(A) > 0. Then A = [aij ] has at least one zero entry. Let (s, t) be
the ‘lexicographically smallest’ pair of indices such that ast = 0, and let A˜ be the
matrix obtained from A by splitting the column t at ast . Then ω(A˜) = ω(A)− 1.
Assume thatA is tight sign-central. Then A˜ is tight sign-central by Lemma 3.4. Thus,
by the induction hypothesis, it follows that (A˜)c ∼ Em and hence that Ac ∼ Em
because (A˜)c = Ac. Conversely, suppose that Ac ∼ Em. Then (A˜)c ∼ Em. Thus, by
the induction hypothesis again, A˜ is tight sign-central, and the tight sign-centrality
of A follows by Lemma 3.4. 
The name ‘tight sign-central matrix’ is due to the fact that Ac has no two or more
identical columns for a tight sign-central matrix A.
Since every tight sign-central matrix is minimal sign-central, we see that if there
exists an m× n tight sign-central matrix with no zero rows, then m+ 1  n  2m.
The converse of this fact also holds.
Corollary 3.6. Let m be a positive integer. Then for each n with m+ 1  n  2m,
there exists an m× n tight sign-central matrix with no zero rows.
Proof. If there exists an m× k tight sign-central matrix A with at least one zero en-
try, then by splitting a column of A with zero entry we can construct an m× (k + 1)
tight sign-central matrix by Lemma 3.4. Let B = [Lm,−e], where Lm denotes the
m×m matrix
0 0 0 · · · 0 0 1
0 0 0 · · · 0 1 −1
0 0 0 · · · 1 −1 −1
...
...
...
.
.
.
.
.
.
...
...
0 0 1 −1 · · · −1 −1
0 1 −1 −1 · · · −1 −1
1 −1 −1 −1 · · · −1 −1

. (3.3)
Then B is an m× (m+ 1) tight sign-central matrix. Since Bc is permutation
equivalent to Em, our corollary follows. 
We denote that L1 = [1], and for later purpose we define L0 to be empty.
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4. Tight sign-central matrices with a fixed number of zero entries
In this section we investigate the number of columns of a tight sign-central matrix
with a fixed number of zero entries.
For positive integers r, q with r > q, let
Er,q =
[
0 x1eT x2eT · · · x2q eT
e E′r−q E′r−q · · · E′r−q
]
,
where [x1, x2, . . . , x2q ] = Eq and [e, E′r−q ] = Er−q . Clearly Er,q is a sign-central
matrix. Since the Hadamard product of any two columns of Er,q contains a negative
component, Er,q is tight sign-central.
Let σ be a given nonnegative integer such that σ 
∑m−1
i=1 (m− i) =
(
m
2
)
. Let p
be the largest integer such that
∑p
i=1(m− i)  σ and let q = σ −
∑p
i=1(m− i).
Then q < m− p − 1. Note that p is the integer part of the unique solution of the
constrained equation
2σ − x(2m− x − 1) = 0, x  m− 1.
The pair of numbers (p, q) is uniquely determined by m and σ. Let
Mm,σ =
[
O Em−p,q
Lp −J
]
,
where Em−p,q = Em−p if q = 0, Lp denotes the matrix defined in (3.3) and J de-
notes the all 1’s matrix. For example, if m = 5 and σ = 8, then the constrained
equation is
16 − x(10 − x − 1) = 0, x  5 − 1,
which has the unique solution x = 2.4384 . . . Thus p = 2 and q = 8 −
[2(10 − 2 − 1)/2] = 1, and hence
M5,8 =

0 0 0 1 1 1 −1 −1 −1
0 0 1 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1
0 0 1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1
0 1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1
 .
We call an m× n tight sign-central matrix A = [aij ] a tight* sign-central matrix
if the conditions
|aij |  |ai,j+1|, (i = 1, 2, . . . , m; j = 1, 2, . . . , n− 1),
|aij |  |ai+1,j |, (i = 1, 2, . . . , m− 1; j = 1, 2, . . . , n)
hold. The matrix Mm,σ is an example of a tight* sign-central matrix. Note that
a tight* sign-central matrix is a tight sign-central matrix with staircase zero pat-
tern in the upper left corner. From the definitions of Mm,σ and Er,q, it follows
that the number of columns of Mm,σ is p + 1 + 2q(2m−p−q − 1), which equals
2m−p − 2q + p + 1.
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The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following.
Theorem 4.1. LetA be anm× n tight sign-central matrix and let σ = σ(A)  (m2).
Let p be the integer part of the unique solution of
2σ − x(2m− x − 1) = 0, x  m− 1
and q = σ −∑pi=1(m− i). Then n  2m−p − 2q + p + 1,with equality if and only
if A = Mm,σ up to row signing and permutation equivalence.
Our proof of this theorem relies on several lemmas.
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a sign pattern matrix of the form
A =
[
0T eT −eT
X Y Z
]
with staircase zero pattern in the upper left corner (where 0T and X might be vacu-
ous). Then the following are equivalent:
(a) A is tight sign-central.
(b) [X, Y ] is tight sign-central and Y ∼ Z.
Proof. Let the matrix A = [aij ] = [a1, a2, . . . , an] be of size m× n. Suppose that
(a) holds. We prove (b) by induction on ω(A). If ω(A) = 0, then A ∼ Em, X is
vacuous and Y ∼ Z ∼ Em−1. Hence (b) holds for this case, starting the induction.
Suppose that ω(A) > 0. Let z(A) = (k1, k2, . . . , kr , 0, . . . , 0)T where k1  k2 
· · ·  kr > 0. Let ar = (0T, 0, uT)T where u = (akr+1,r , akr+2,r , . . . , am,r )T, and
let A˜ be the matrix obtained from A by replacing the rth column ar by0 01 −1
u u
 .
Then ω(A˜) = ω(A)− 1. If kr = 1, then
A˜ =
[
0T 1 −1 eT −eT
X′ u u Y Z
]
,
where X′ is such that [X′, u] = X. Permuting columns of A˜, we get[
0T 1 eT −1 −eT
X′ u Y u Z
]
.
Now, by the induction hypothesis, it follows that [X′, u, Y ], i.e., [X, Y ] is tight
sign-central and that [u, Y ] ∼ [u, Z], from which it follows also that Y ∼ Z.
Suppose, now, that kr  2. Then
A˜ =
[
0T 0 0 eT −eT
X′ x1 x2 Y Z
]
,
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where[
0 0
x1 x2
]
=
0 01 −1
u u
 .
Again, by the induction hypothesis, it follows that [X′, x1, x2, Y ] is tight sign-cen-
tral and Y ∼ Z. The tight sign-centrality of [X, Y ] follows from that of [X′, x1, x2, Y ]
with the aid of Lemma 3.4.
Conversely, suppose that (b) holds. Then clearly A is sign-central. It is easily seen
that there are no two columns of A whose Hadamard product is nonnegative, and (a)
is proved. 
Lemma 4.2 enables us to construct a tight* sign-central matrix from a smaller size
tight* sign-central matrix.
We now determine all tight* sign-central matrices with m rows for m  3. Cer-
tainly E1 = [1,−1] is the only tight* sign-central matrix with one nonzero row up
to permutation of columns.
Let A be an m× n tight* sign-central matrix with no zero rows such that
σ(A)  1.
Suppose that m = 2. Then all the zero entries of A lie in the first row so that
ω(A) = σ(A). By Theorem 3.2 (b), it must be that σ(A) = 1 and n = 3. It is now
clear that
A =
[
0 1 −1
1 −1 −1
]
= [L2,−e ]
up to row signing and permutation equivalence. Thus we get that E2 and [L2,−e]
are the only tight* sign-central matrices with two nonzero rows up to row signing
and permutation equivalence.
Suppose that m = 3. Then, again by Theorem 3.2 (b), it follows that the zero-
nonzero pattern of A is one of the following five types.0 ± ± ± ± ± ±± ± ± ± ± ± ±
± ± ± ± ± ± ±
 ,
0 0 ± ± ± ±± ± ± ± ± ±
± ± ± ± ± ±
 ,
0 ± ± ± ±0 ± ± ± ±
± ± ± ± ±
 ,
0 0 0 ± ±± ± ± ± ±
± ± ± ± ±
 ,
0 0 ± ±0 ± ± ±
± ± ± ±
 .
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Based on this observation and Lemma 4.2, it is not hard to check that the matrices
A1 =
0 1 1 1 −1 −1 −11 1 −1 −1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 −1 1 −1
 ,
A2 =
0 0 1 1 −1 −11 1 −1 −1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 1 −1
 ,
A3 =
0 0 1 1 −1 −11 −1 1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 1 −1 1
 ,
A4 =
0 1 1 −1 −10 1 −1 1 −1
1 −1 −1 −1 −1
 , A5 =
0 0 0 1 −11 1 −1 −1 −1
1 −1 1 −1 −1
 ,
A6 =
0 0 0 1 −11 −1 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 1 1
 , A7 =
0 0 1 −10 1 −1 −1
1 −1 −1 −1

and E3 are the only tight* sign-central matrices with three nonzero rows up to row
signing and permutation equivalence.
Corollary 4.3. If there exists a tight* sign-central matrix A with m rows and
z(A) = (k1, k2, . . . , kr , 0, . . . , 0)T where k1  k2  · · ·  kr > 0, then there exists
a tight* sign-central matrix B with m− kr rows and z(B) = (k1 − kr , k2 − kr , . . . ,
kr−1 − kr , 0, . . . , 0)T.
Proof. LetA be a tight* sign-central matrix withm rows and z(A) = (k1, k2, . . . , kr ,
0, . . . , 0)T, k1  · · ·  kr > 0. Then
A ∼
[
0T eT −eT
X Y Z
]
.
Let A′ = [X, Y ]. Then A′ is a tight* sign-central matrix with m− 1 rows and
z(A′) = (k1 − 1, k2 − 1, . . . , kr−1 − 1, kr − 1, 0, . . . , 0)T. If kr = 1, then we can
take B = A′. If kr > 1, then repeating this process, we obtain a tight* sign-central
matrix B with the required property. 
Lemma 4.4. For every m× n tight sign-central matrix A, there exists an m× n
tight* sign-central matrix B such that z(B) = z(A).
Proof. Let A be an m× n tight sign-central matrix. We prove the existence of such
a matrix B by induction on ω(A). If ω(A) = 0, then A = Em and we take B = Em,
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and the induction starts. Suppose that ω(A) > 0. Let z(A) = (k1, k2, . . . , kr , 0, . . . ,
0)T, where we may assume that k1  k2  · · ·  kr > 0. Let A˜ be the matrix
obtained from A by splitting the column r at the bottommost zero entry in that col-
umn. Then A˜ is an m× (n+ 1) tight sign-central matrix with ω(A˜) = ω(A)− 1 and
z(A˜) = (k1, . . . , kr−1, kr − 1, kr − 1, 0, . . . , 0)T. Thus, by the induction hypothe-
sis, there exists an m× (n+ 1) tight* sign-central matrix H with z(H) = z(A˜).
Case (i): kr = 1.
In this case by permuting columns, if necessary, we can say that H is of the form
H =
[
0T eT −eT
X Y Y
]
.
where X is of the size (m− 1)× (r − 1) and [X, Y ] is tight* sign-central. Let Y =
[y, Y ′] and let
B =
[
0T 0 eT −eT
X y Y ′ Y ′
]
.
Then B is an m× n tight* sign-central matrix with z(B) = z(A).
Case (ii): kr > 1.
By Corollary 4.3, there exists a tight* sign-central matrix C with m− kr + 1
rows and z(C) = (k1 − kr + 1, k2 − kr + 1, . . . , kr−1 − kr + 1, 0, . . . , 0)T. Up to
permutation of columns,
C =
[
0T eT −eT
P Q Q
]
.
Let Q = [y,Q′]. Then we can assume that C = [C′, C′′] where
C′ =
[
0T 1 −1
P y y
]
, C′′ =
[
eT −eT
Q′ Q′
]
.
Define a sequence of matrices C0, C1, . . . , Ckr−1 by C0 = C′′ and
Ci+1 =
[
eT −eT
Ci Ci
]
, (i  0),
and let
G =
[
O
C′
∣∣∣∣∣Ckr−1
]
=
O 0 00T 1 −1 Ckr−1
P y y
 .
Then, by Lemma 4.2,G is a tight* sign-central matrix withm nonzero rows. Now,
let
B =
O 00T 0 Ckr−1
P y
 .
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Then, by Lemma 3.4, B is a tight* sign-central matrix. Notice that z(C′) =
(k1 − (kr − 1), k2 − (kr − 1), . . . , kr−1 − (kr − 1), 0, 0)T and hence that z(G) =
(k1, k2, . . . , kr−1, kr − 1, kr − 1, 0, . . . , 0)T. Since ω(G) = ω(A˜) and since both G
and A˜ are tight sign-central, we see, by Theorem 3.2 (b), that G is of size m×
(n+ 1) and hence that z(G) = z(A˜). It is now clear that B is of size m× n and
z(B) = z(A), and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4.5. Let m  3. Let v = (k1, k2, . . . , kr , 0, . . . , 0)T be an integral n-vec-
tor such that k1  k2  · · ·  kr > 0 and kt = kt+1 for some t, 1  t  r − 1. If
v = z(A) for some m× n tight* sign-central matrix A, then there exists an m× n
tight* sign-central matrix B = [b1, b2, . . . ,bn] such that z(B) = v and
[bt , bt+1] =
0 01 −1
u u
 ,
where u is an (m− kt − 1)-vector with no zero component.
Proof. Let A be an m× n tight* sign-central matrix with z(A) = v. We prove the
existence of such a matrix B by induction on m.
If m = 3, then the matrices A2, A3, A5, A6 in the discussion right after Lemma
4.2 are the only tight* sign-central matrices up to row signing and permutation equiv-
alence to which the condition of Lemma 4.5 can occur.
If A = A2 or A = A3 up to row signing and permutation equivalence, then we
can take
B =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
A2.
If A = A5 or A = A6 up to row signing and permutation equivalence, then we
can take
B =
1 0 00 0 1
0 1 0
A5,
and the induction starts.
Suppose that m  4. By Lemma 4.2, A has the form
A =
[
0T eT −eT
X Y Y
]
.
where X has staircase zero pattern in the upper left corner, Y has no zero entries,
and [X, Y ] is tight sign-central. By the particular property of X, [X, Y ] is tight*
sign-central. Note that z(X) = (k1 − 1, k2 − 1, . . . , kr − 1)T and z(Y ) = 0T.
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Case (i): kt = 1.
In this case, there is an integer s with 0  s  t − 1 such that ks+1 = · · · = kr =
1. By permuting columns, if necessary, we may assume that t = r − 1. Again by
permuting columns, X, Y can be written as
X =
[
0T eT −eT
X1 X2 X3
]
, Y =
[
eT −eT
Y1 Y2
]
,
where X1 is an (m− 2)× s matrix with staircase zero pattern in the upper left corner
if s  1, and is vacuous if s = 0. Let V1 = [X2, Y1], V2 = [X3, Y2] and let
C =
[
0T eT −eT
X1 V1 V2
]
.
Then [X, Y ] ∼ C and z([X, Y ]) = z(C). Since [X, Y ] is tight* sign-central, we have,
by Lemma 4.2, that V1 ∼ V2. Letting V = V1, we can write
C =
[
0T eT −eT
X1 V V
]
.
Let V = [v1, v2, . . . , vl]. Then since Y is not vacuous, we have s + 2l  r + 2, i.e.,
2l  r − s + 2. Since r − s  2, we have l  2. Let
S =
{ [v1, v2, . . . , vr−s−2], if r − s  3,
vacuous, if r − s = 2
and
T =
{ [vr−s−1, vr−s , . . . , vl−1], if r − s  l,
vacuous, if r − s > l.
Then [S, T ] is not vacuous because S is not vacuous if r − s  3, and T is not
vacuous if r − s = 2. We see now that
C ∼
[
0T eT 1 −1 eT −eT −eT
X1 S vl vl T S T
]
.
Let
B =
0T 0T 0 0 eT eT eT −eT −eT −eT0T eT 1 −1 eT −eT −eT eT −eT −eT
X1 S vl vl T S T T S T
 .
Then by Lemma 4.2, B is a tight* sign-central matrix with the required property.
Case (ii): kt > 1.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a tight* sign-central matrix [P,Q] with
z([P,Q]) = z([X, Y ]) where P = [p1, . . . ,pr ] is an (m− 1)× r matrix such that
[pt , pt+1] =
0 01 −1
u u
 ,
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with u being an (m− kt − 1)-vector with no zero entries. Let
B =
[
0T eT −eT
P Q Q
]
.
Then B is an m× n tight* sign-central matrix with the required property. 
Lemma 4.6. Let A be an m× n tight sign-central matrix. If the first column of A is
(0, . . . , 0, 1)T, then A has the form
A =
[
0 B
1 −eT
]
,
where B is an (m− 1)× (n− 1) tight sign-central matrix, up to permutation of
columns.
Proof. By permuting columns, if necessary, A can be written as
A =
[
0 B X Y
1 −eT 0T eT
]
.
Since A is tight sign-central, the submatrix[
X Y
0T eT
]
of A is vacuous because the Hadamard product of each of its columns with the first
column [0T, 1]T of A is a nonnegative vector. The tight sign-centrality of B follows
readily from that of A. 
Let m, σ, p, q be the integers stated in Theorem 4.1. Let
nσ = 2m−p − 2q + p + 1.
It has been shown in this section that nσ is the number of columns of Mm,σ . Note
that if σ < τ 
(
m
2
)
, then nσ > nτ because of Theorem 3.2 (b).
We are now ready to give the
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We proceed by induction on m. The theorem clearly holds
for m  2. Suppose that m  3. Let z(A) = (k1, k2, . . . , kr , 0, . . . , 0)T where we
assume that k1  k2  · · ·  kr > 0. If σ  m− 2, then p = 0, q = σ and
n = 2m −
r∑
i=1
(2ki − 1)  2m − (2k1+···+kr − 1) = 2m − 2σ + 1 = nσ ,
where the inequality is an equality if and only if r = 1. But r = 1 occurs if and
only if A = Mm,σ , and the theorem for the case σ  m− 2 is proved. Suppose that
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σ  m− 1.We show that n  nσ by induction on σ.Assuming thatA is a tight sign-
central matrix with σ(A) = σ having the smallest number of columns, it suffices to
prove that n = nσ . First of all, it is clear that
n  nσ , (4.1)
because Mm,σ is a tight sign-central matrix with σ zeros and nσ columns. We claim
that
k1 > k2 > · · · > kr . (4.2)
Suppose, on the contrary, that ki = ki+1 for some i, 1  i  r − 1. Let t = min{i |
ki = ki+1, 1  i  r − 1}. Then, by Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5, there exists an m× n
tight* sign-central matrix A′ = [x1, x2, . . . , xn] such that z(A′) = z(A) and
[xt , xt+1] =
0 01 −1
u u
 ,
where u is an (m− kt − 1)-vector with no zero component. Let A′′ be the matrix
obtained fromA′ by replacing [xt , xt+1] by 12 (xt + xt+1). ThenA′′ is anm× (n− 1)
tight* sign-central matrix. Let σ ′′ = σ(A′′). Then σ ′′ = σ − kt + 1. If kt = 1, then
σ ′′ = σ, contradicting the choice of A since A′′ has fewer columns than A does.
Thus it has to be that kt > 1 and hence that σ ′′ < σ. But then nσ ′′ > nσ . Hence,
by induction on σ, we have n− 1  nσ ′′ , which tells us that n− 1 > nσ , contradict-
ing (4.1). Thus the claim (4.2) is proved. Next, we show that k1 = m− 1. Observe
that
ω(A) =
r∑
i=1
(2ki − 1) =
r∑
i=1
2ki − r 
k1∑
i=1
2i − 1  2k1+1 − 2.
Thus if k1 < m− 1, then ω(A) < 2m−1 − 1  ω(Mm,σ ), which implies that n =
2m − ω(A) > 2m − ω(Mm,σ ) = nσ , contradicting (4.1). Therefore it must be that
k1 = m− 1. Now by Lemma 4.6, A has turned out to have the form
A =
[
0 B
1 −eT
]
,
where B is an (m− 1)× (n− 1) tight sign-central matrix, up to row signing and
permutation equivalence. Let σ ′ = σ(B). Then, by induction onm,we have n− 1 
nσ ′ = 2m−1 − ω(Mm−1,σ ′) where the inequality is an equality if and only if B =
Mm−1,σ ′ up to row signing and permutation equivalence. Therefore
n 1 + 2m−1 − ω(Mm−1,σ ′)
= 2m − (2m−1 − 1 + ω(Mm−1,σ ′))
= 2m − ω(Mm,σ ) = nσ ,
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because ω(Mm,σ ) = 2m−1 − 1 + ω(Mm−1,σ ′). Thus we get that n  nσ with equal-
ity if and only ifB = Mm−1,σ ′ up to row signing and permutation equivalence, which
is equivalent to that A = Mm,σ up to row signing and permutation equivalence, and
the proof is complete. 
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